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Abstract—The error of metal-cutting machines must be kept within standard limits when a numerical control
system is first introduced. A mechanism for more precise control of the motion is proposed on the basis of con-
trol modules in the core of the CNC. The results of using the proposed approach when the AxiOMA Control
numerical control system is introduced at the Quaser MV184 machine tool (produced by “KEMZ” Ltd.) are
outlined.
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MACHINING PRECISION 
ON INTRODUCING A CNC SYSTEM

Currently available computers permit the resolu-
tion of longstanding problems in the development of
CNC software [1]. Previously, submicronic precision
in calculating the command signals required contin-
ued complication of the control algorithms. In partic-
ular, highly specialized algorithms for calculating the
acceleration and deceleration profiles were required
for various types of contours. Current hardware per-
mits dramatic simplification of the formulation of con-
trol signals for servo drives, by contour linearization and
conveyer processing of elementary trajectory segments
[2]. This approach is adopted in the AxiOMA Control
numerical control system [3, 4].

The generation of ideal position and velocity sig-
nals is now possible even for nanometer precision. At
present, it is not sufficient to transmit the calculated
command values to the drives in order to ensure high
machining precision. The factors that determine the
machining precision are the errors in machine-tool
manufacture and assembly, the constraints on the
drive power, and inertia of the feedback loops.

Measures to increase the precision of CNC metal-
cutting machines may be developed in two stages:

(1) ensuring static positional accuracy;
(2) increasing the dynamic precision of contour

motion.
The static accuracy is determined by the error in

attaining the specified tool coordinates in steady con-
ditions. Attainment of the permissible static error is
the precondition for subsequent optimization of con-
tour motion.

The static positional error is determined by the
manufacturing precision and mutual position of the
mechanical components of the machine tool respon-
sible for motion of the tool relative to the workpiece
(ball–screw pairs, guides, etc.); and by their dimen-
sional stability with change in the temperature. The
overall error of the mechanism is systematic and hence
may be measured. On that basis, its compensation is
relatively simple. For axes subject to constant load
(for example, vertical axes), the parameters of the
servo drives and their feedback loops may also have
significant influence on the static precision, although
that is usually taken into account in selecting the elec-
trical equipment for the machine tool.

The dynamic precision depends on the speed of the
feedback loops—that is, on their ability to respond to
perturbations with minimum delay, by generating an
appropriate compensation signal. A second important
factor is the type of perturbation (most often static
friction forces), which sharply changes the torque at
the axis on passing through the dead points (where the
velocity along the axis is zero).

Rapid progress in debugging CNC metal-cutting
machines depends on the availability of convenient
instruments for measuring the velocity and position of
the axis [5]. In optimizing the static accuracy, one-time
use of external measuring equipment (usually an inter-
ferometer) is required. In minimizing the dynamic
error, by contrast, software in the CNC system is
required to visualize the mass of sensor data in real time.

SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR MORE PRECISE 
MOTION CONTROL

The core of the AxiOMA Control numerical con-
trol system is based on modules for sequential process-
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ing of commands regarding motion over a specified
contour. The structure of the basic control modules is
shown in Fig. 1.

The interpolator of trajectory converts each frame
of the control program into a set of points in the Car-
tesian coordinates of the metal-cutting machine [6].
Then the kinematic-converter module calculates the
coordinates of these points in the axial system (that is,
the position of the physical axes of the metal-cutting
machine). Thus, we obtain an ideal trajectory in the
axial coordinate system of the metal-cutting machine,
in the form of a queue of linear motion microcom-
mands.

Then, during the motion-control cycle in the real-
time subsystem, the acceleration and deceleration
module generates a timed sequence of increments in
the drive positions on the basis of the microcom-
mands, in accordance with the specified supply con-
trol law. Microcontrollers ensure velocity and position
feedback and take account of the torque on the axis
and the compensating motions. The calculated veloc-
ity and position signals are sent to the drives.

In this system, the following modules increase the
shaping precision in the CNC metal-cutting machine.

• The mechanism for free specification of the
rotary vectors of the circular axes in terms of the kine-
matic parameters, so as to ensure compensation of the
nonstandard axis orientation. This is particularly
important for five-coordinate metal-cutting machines
[7, 8].

• The tabular compensation module, supporting
uniaxial, temperature, transverse, and bulk compen-
sation of the errors [9, 10].

• The algorithm for limitation of the jerk (the rate
of change in the acceleration) in calculating the com-
mand velocity in acceleration and deceleration sec-
tions, with advance viewing of the control frames [11].

• Microcontrollers with a developed set of param-
eters, which monitor the errors at quadrant boundar-
ies. Such microcontrollers in the core permit compen-
sation of errors in the drives’ feedback loops in some
cases.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
OF PRECISION ENHANCEMENTS

We now present data regarding the installation and
debugging of the AxiOMA Control numerical control
system at the Quaser MV184 metal-cutting machine.

According to measurements by means of a laser
interferometer (precision ±0.5 ppm in the range 0–
40°C), the error in positioning the machine tool’s axes
(the positional deviation according to Sec. 3.5 of State
Standard GOST 27843–2006) is of the order of 15–
20 μm over the whole range of axial displacement (for
example, 600 mm for the Y axis). Large error gradients
are observed (up to 10 μm per 50 mm of length). The
free play in each of the axes is no more than 2 μm.
(That is the insensitivity zone in positioning according
to Sec. 3.12 of State Standard GOST 27843–2006.)
The results are introduced in tables for compensation
of the nonuniformity in the screw pitch.

Subsequent measurements yield a result with stable
reproducibility: the positional error is within ±1.5 μm
over the whole interval. In Fig. 2, we show measure-
ments of the positional deviation for the Y axis: (I) ini-
tial measurements; (II) results after application of the
compensation tables. The position is plotted horizon-
tally, while the error is plotted vertically. (The quanti-
ties are presented in mm.)

Note that, in debugging the CNC system, linear
growth in positional error was observed with consider-
able temperature variation in the shop. (This does not
occur in regular operation of the metal-cutting
machine, by the way.) However, the lack of tempera-
ture sensors prevented the use of the temperature-
compensation table.

Fig. 1. Structure of the motion-control modules in the
core of the CNC system.
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Fig. 2. Positioning error Δ along the Y axis before (I) and
after (II) activation of the compensation table.
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In the next stage, the microcontrollers are adjusted
by means of a software-based digital oscillograph.
Note two important points here.

(1) Selection of the maximum permissible con-
stants of proportionality for the velocity and position
feedback loops of the PID controllers [12]. Values
ensuring minimum contour deviation in the absence
of perceptible vibration of the axes are selected.

(2) Selection of times and multipliers for the static-
friction compensators. These parameters determine
the length and amplitude of the signals processed by
the microcontrollers when the motion of the axes is
reversed. That is necessary in order to minimize the
errors at the quadrant boundaries [13].

In Fig. 3, we compare the test results for motion
over a circle of diameter 70 mm when the supply is
1000 mm/min. The external and internal circles corre-
spond to deviations of ±40 μm (the circular deviation
G according to State Standard GOST ISO 230-4–
2015, Sec.3.4). The data are obtained from the motor
sensors.

Before microcontroller setup, the mean bidirec-
tional deviation D (according to State Standard GOST
ISO 230-4–2015, Sec. 3.6) is 8 μm, while the devia-
tion G at the quadrant boundaries is 40 μm. After
parameter selection, D declines to 4 μm, while the
deviation G at the quadrant boundaries is practically
indistinguishable against the background deviation.
The circular deviation G over the whole contour is no
more than 8 μm.

The results confirm that errors at the quadrant
boundaries may be eliminated by a compensating tri-
angular pulse of specified length and amplitude. How-
ever, the expected dependence of the optimal com-
pensation parameters on the radius of the circle and
the supply is also found.

To solve this problem, tabular specification of the
compensator parameters in the system for different
speeds and contour curvature is proposed, with train-
ing of the regulator by means of tabular values. Never-
theless, in that research, the quality of compensation
may be regarded as satisfactory for the required inter-
val of linear workpiece dimensions and the supply.

Another approach to optimizing the system preci-
sion is associated with introducing the velocity con-
trol, ensuring a limit on the jerk (the linear, rather than
instantaneous, change in the acceleration on moving
over the contour). In many cases, the drives and their
feedback loops do not ensure the attainment of the
specified position without some overrun in linear
deceleration. Consequently, on approaching the con-
tour, some incision in the workpiece may be noted.
Such incision rarely exceeds a few microns but also
makes a contribution to the overall machining error.

Quadratic acceleration and deceleration with a
finite limit on the jerk may solve this problem. In
Fig. 4, we show position measurements of the sensor
for the X-axis motor, obtained by means of the digital
oscillograph built into the CNC system. (The vertical
scale is 1 μm/cell). In linear deceleration, the overrun
is 2 μm. This value is practically independent of the
supply. It depends only on the acceleration
(1200 rpm/s in the present case). Activation of the
limit on the jerk (at 12000 rpm/s) practically elimi-
nates that overrun.

After such adjustments of the CNC system, test
components are produced. Their measurement leads
to the conclusion that the positional error in the
machining of steel workpieces in standard cutting con-
ditions is no more than 4 μm, while the deviation from
the specified contour with linear and circular interpo-
lation is no more than 10 μm. Since the metal-cutting
machine was not initially equipped with linear posi-
tion sensors (the intent was to use only motor sensors),
the results are regarded as satisfactory.

CONCLUSIONS
(1) Two-stage optimization of the precision of

CNC metal-cutting machine entails the use of the
proposed diagnostic and visualization methods for the
data obtained from the position and velocity sensors.

(2) Tabular compensation in the AxiOMA Control
numerical control system considerably reduces the

Fig. 3. Contour deviation for a circle in the XY plane before
(a) and after (b) adjustment of the regulators, with com-
pensation of the static friction.
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systematic positioning errors due to the mechanical
characteristics of the metal-cutting machine.

(3) The use of microcontrollers that support com-
pensation of the static friction reduces the impact of
faults in the drives’ feedback loops and minimizes the
errors at the quadrant boundaries, which are largely
responsible for the error in curvilinear motion [14, 15].

(4) Limitation of the jerk proves very useful in opti-
mizing the control system in terms of the machining
precision. The overrun in deceleration may be elimi-
nated.

(5) Even with no precise linear sensors, the
resources of the CNC system permit standard errors of
the metal-cutting machine in normal operation.
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